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ABSrRACr

The basic objective of the work reported herein was to provide a broader
technology base to support the develoiment of a medium STOL Transport (MST)
airplane. This work was limited to the application of the externally blown
flap (EBF) powered lift concept.

The technology of EBF SrOL aircr4ft has been investigated through
analytical studies, wind tunnel testing, flight simulator testing, and design
trade studies. The results obtained include development of methods for the
estimation of the aerodynamic characteristics of an EBF configuration, STOL
performance estimation methods, safety margins for takeoff and landing, wind
tunnel investigation of the effects of varying EBF system geometry parameters,
configuration definition to meet MST requiremnts, trade data on performance
and configuration requirement variations, flight control system mechanization
trade data, handling qualities characteristics, piloting procedures, and
effects of applying an air cushion landing system to the MSTr.

From an overall assessment of study results, it is concluded that the
EBF concept provides a practical mean.s of obtaining STOL performance for an
MST with relatively low risk. Some improvement in EBF performance could be
achieved with further development - primarily wind tunnel testing. Further
work should be done on optimization of flight controls, definition of flying
qualities requirements, and development of piloting procedures. Considerable
iork must be done in the area of structural design criteria relative to the
effects of engine exhaust impingement on the wing and flap structure.

This report is arranged in six volumes:

Volume I -. Configuration Definition

Volume II - Design Compenditun

Volume III Performance 1ethods and Takeoff and Landing Rules

Volume Iv' Analysis of Wind Thmnel Data

Volume V - Flight Control Technology

Part I - Control System techanization Trade Studies
Part II - Simulation Studies/Flight Control System Validation
Part III - Stability and Control Derivative Accuracy

Pequiretents and Effects of Augmentation System Design

Volue V1 Air Cushion Landing System Trade Study

(i s(The reverse of this page is blank)
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Section I

IMMDUCTION

The externally blown flap lift-propulsion system has recently evolved
in design studies of advanced short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft.
This lift-propulsion system is attractive because it generates a sign-fi-
cant amount of wing lift at typical STOL speeds while it is not as complex
as other lift-propulsion systems.

Because STOL aerodynamic data for this lift-propulsion systen are
relatively new it has been extremely difficult for the aerodynamicist to
estimate effects of geometric perturbations that are normally encountered
during preliminary design phases. It is therefore appropriate to collect
and organize the basic aerodynamic hnformation into a manual and to develop
methods of estimation. This will give improved credence to STOL
performance data for this lift-propulsion system and better cc.parison
witi- the performance of other lift-propulsion systems. To provide such
a manual is a rorpose of the present design compendium.

The design compenditum presents methods to determine the power
effects on lift, drag, pitching moment, downwash, lateral and directional
moments, and some dy~iamic derivatives. The methods are presented for

possible inclusion in the DATCOM stability and control handbook. Incre-
ments due to power are given, so that these can be added to power eff
data from existing sections of DATCCH.. Occasionally, when insufficient
data were available to generate a method, some guidelines for the fairing
of curves are given,

The general approach used here is based on jet flap theory with some
empirically guided interpretations in application to the externally blown
flap. Although the jet flap theory strictly applies only to inviscid,
incompressible flow at small incidence angles, small jet turning angles,
and a thin jet sheet, surprisingly good agreemert '.L found with experi-
mental data where these conditions are rather grossly exceeded.

The data and methods in this compendium are often given for the deter-
mination of characteristics at zero angle of attack, rather than for the
angle at zero lift that is ccmmonly used in conventional aerodynamics.
The zero angle of attack is chosen because the zero lift angle results
in extreme negative values for STOL airplanes in the power mode. These
negative angles are generally unattainahle in flight because of flow
separation at the lower wing surface. On the other hand, STOL takeoff
"and landings are often made with angles of attack relatively close to zero.

1(The reverse of this page is blank)



Section II

MAJOR CORRMATING PARAMW

The forces developed by flap blowing are functions of the total jet
momentum, the turning angle of the jet, and the geometry of the wing-flap
system. The jet momentum is usually expressed as A. coefficient, C"
and in conformance with jet flap theory the cmoentum exiting from the flap
trailing edge is used in estimation methods. Where C is the jet nozzle
momentum, the flap exit momentmm is defined asyACit, where Yi is an
efficiency factor accounting for energy losses incurred in the turning
process. The turning angle_, Jtese-ffective. nm. g - -at -which the jet
leaves the flap. Derivation of these parameters, and methods of estima-
tion are discussed Wlow.

2.1 BLOWING COEFFICIEWT

The lift and normal force at forward speed appear to be affected
predominantly by the ratio of the energy of the freestream air and the
.nergy exhausted by the blowing nozzle, as well as bv geometric relations.

The energy from the exhaust nozzle is, expressed in terms of unit exhaust
volume:

1 2.1

The usr; of the freestream dynamic pressure q - i/2 • V2 to nondimensiona-

lize this eneigy yields the parameter

Here,'.nn-V.

Here,.n 2 can te expressed in terms, of the nozzle exhiaust thyust.
Denotingl Tv as the nczzle exhaust thru.st at forward speed, and introducing
the symbol Aj as the nozzle ex))aut area, a relation between EjVjlan

te nozzle thrust is obtain.a as follnas:

-I A3) 4AP 2.2

3



Hreuin ,n is the exhaust pressure differutial across the nozzle exit,

which is ziro for unchoked exhaust typical for external blowing, e that

VTL_ _-- _ . . . .= . - - 2.3

or

Because for a given configuration the value of S is fixed, it is seen
that the energy ratio is proportional to :ZAj

e 'Y-v 2.4

where, per definition

C- S5 2.S

The validity that the force characteristics correlate with the
energy ratio, i.e., the blowing parameter, has been substantiated by
several inves igations wherein engine thrust and q were varied, and
C held constant.

It should be noted that Tv is the exhaust thrust of the nozzle, and
not the net engine thrust. The net engine thrust is equal to the ekhaust
thrust minus the intake momentum drag. Only the exhaust thxust is used in
this section because it is assumed that only the energy from the exhaust
is determining the airfoil lifting characteristics frai blowing regard-
less of the engine inlet flow characteristics.

The exhaust thrust Tv.generally increases slightly with increase in
speed. Often, the increase of Tv with speed is not quantitatively known,
and therefore only the static thrust is taken as the reference thrust.
Advantages of this proce&dre lie in the fact that the thrust used is a
constant which makes it very suitable for use as a reference and no
intake momentum drag exitts in this condition. Thus, the use of the
definition of the coefficient

s, T2.6
is favored, where T is the Static thrUSt.

4



2.2 JET TURNING ANGLE

The jet turning angle, 9, is the effective direction at which the Jetleaves the trailing edge of the flap system and defines the direction ofthe total reaction force vector, PR (see Figure 1). The jet turning angleand reaction force components are determined for the static condition,since the effects of forward velocity on these values are Jot known,and would be very difficult to define. By definition, then:

9 tan1 IN/FA 
2.7

* - static normal force

FA a static axial force

FR = (N2 + FA2)/2= resultant reaction force. 2.8

J E•T T-URNiNCI ANC-%ý-
FN / rFA

& F iFuLre ANL'iLt C.

Figure I. Definition of Jet Turning Angle

S



2.3 EFFECrS OF FLAP IMPINGEWENT ON JET TIRNING ANGLE

Direct applicatica of the jet flap theory to the externally blown flap
would asstme that the jet turning angle, e, is equal to the flap deflection
angle, 6F. This has proved to be a good assumption for the case where the
flap system captures the entire jet efflux; however, where the flap inter-
cepts only a part of the jet, the effective turning angle will be less than
the flap angle. The following section presents an approach to estimating
the jet turning angle for externally blown flaps, including those cases
where there is less than full impingement of the jet exhaust on the flap.

Using a heuristic approach, it was assumed that the effective jet
turning angle is related to the flap angle and to the portion of jet
morentum that is intercepted by the flap. Following this reasoning cor-
relations were made of experimental values of jet turning angle as a function
of flap angle, O/6 F, and the extent of flap penetration into the jet. The
results of these correlations are shown in Figures 3 through 5 for var'.ous
types of flaps and wing sweep angles. In these figures the extent of flap
penetration Lato the jet is given in terms of the ratio ZF/R, where ZF is
the distance that the flap penetrates into the jet, and varies in value
from -R to +R as the flap traverses the entLe jet. The definition of this
parameter, ZF/R, is illustrated in Figure 2. The value of the radius, R,
of the jet at the location of the flap trailing edge can be estimated by the
relation:

R x/D,._ + j 2.9
D./2 2.33

-IMPINGEMENT PARAMETER

Figure 2. Definition Qf Impingerent Parameter

6



where Dj is the diameter of the exhaust nozzle, and X is the distance of the
flap trailing edge behind the nozzle exhaust, Figure 2. The effective
source length, 2.3 Dj, used here is based on a jet expansion envelope where
the jet velocity is essentially zero at the edge of the jet wake profile,
Othei definitions such as one percent or five percent of the maximum jet
velocity could be used, which would only change the scale of the ZF/R
parameter. Only an average spreading angle is used here, although according
to Ribner, Reference 7, the spreading depends to some extent on the thrust
coefficient.

The data from these correlation plots Figures 3 through 5, were used to
develop a set of design cur,':.s, shown in Figure 6, for estimating jet
turning angle values. These 2'.. sign curves represent envelopes of the better
performance data fran the individual correlation plots. Th. data correla-
tions have considerable scatter resulting from non-optimum flap geometry and
variations in experimental technique. However, values of jet turning angle
from these design curves have been used in substantiation calculations of
the methods for prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of externally
blown flaps in later sections of this report, with generally very good
results (Section III, IV and V).

It is noted in the design curves, Figure 6, that the cnly flap geometrv
parameter that appears is the number of flap segments (doable amd triple
slotted flaps). Other variables such as wing sweep, and perhaps aspect ratio,
would be expected to influence the jet turning angle. However, the effects
of these other variables are evidently of lower order and are lost in the
data scatter.

Separate curves are shown for data with jet deflectors. These devices
have been tested in several investigations and found to improve the lift
augmentation of externally blown flaps (References 4, 8, 16, 20). These
deflectors are simple flat plates that deflect the jet exhaust upward to
increase the degree of inpingement of the jet on the flap. In effect the
deflectors are increasing the impingement ratio, ZF/T,, which has been shown
above to influence the effective jet turning angle.

For purposes of predicting the effectiveness of jet deflectors, the
procedure described above utilizing the impingement parameter, can not be
used directly since the deflectors change the characteristic shape of the
jet expansion envelope in scre umdefined manner so the impingement ratio
of the deflected jet is not known. }iowever, results of tests of deflectors
from the referenced tests have provided effective turning angle data as
shown in Figures 3 through 5, which are shown as a ftizction of the iirlnge-
went ratio of the undeflected jet, which can be determined.

The available data on the effectiveness of jet deflectors in terms of
effective jet turning angle have been sumsarized in Figure 6. Here, a

£LI



recaimended design curve for EBF 'systems utilizing jet deflectors is
presented as a function of the inpingement parameter of the undeflected
jet. As indicated by this plot, there is no distinguishable difference
between the effectiveness of double or triple slotted flaps when utilizing
the deflector. The procedure for estimating the effective jet turning
angle with deflectors is, then, to define the impingement ratio of the
undistuxbed jet, as described above, and then utilize the design curve
labeled "with jet deflectors."

The effects of engine location relative to the flap, and the effects
of nacelle incidence and nozzle deflection are all accounted for in this

use of the inpingement parameter.

Test data show nearly complete jet turning with flap inmmrsion of
ZF/R > 0.65 except for cases where flow separation over the flaps is
suspected. It is concluded then, that in the design of the propulsion-
lift system that the design goal should be to attain impingement of at
least ZF/R 0.6 for high lift performance.

Those data &hat fall significantly below the design curves are in
some cases extreme flap angles (750 to 95') which apparently did not have
proper blowing to maintain flow attachment, and in other cases rather
unconventional flap segment arrangements which evidently resulted in
separation. In view of these results it would probably be prudent to not
apply these methods to flap angles exceeding 65° unless experimental
verification can be obtained.

8
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2.4 JET TURNING EFFICIENCY

In applying the relatiorships of jet flap theory to the externally
blown flap, the blowing momentum leaving the flap trailing edge should be
used. This exiting momentum is defined as YCr , where the factorn

accounts for all of the losses in the jet turning process. The turning
efficiency can be detenmined from static tests, where it is defined as:

V1 iý i'/T 2.10

where FR - (FN2 + FA2)1/2

FN - static normal force

FA = static axial force

T = nozzle thrust

It would be expected that the turning losses would depend on the
degree of turning and the details of the flap geometry.

For use in prediction methods, data correlations have been made of
the turning efficiency versus effective turning angle where effects of
the number of flan slots (single, double, triple), and (f wing -weep are

apparent. Considerable scatter in the test results exist; which no doubt
is due to details of slot gaps, various amounts of separatirn on the flap
segments, differences in flap segment contours, and experi-enta)
techniques (Figures 7 thraigh 10). Curves have been estabtikbed on RAure 11
for design use which are considered to be representative of better des.,gned
externally blown flap systems.
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Section III

LIFT
The tail-off lift of an airplane with an externally blownflap isestimated by adding the effects of blowing to the power-off lift at zeroangle of attack with flap deflected. The power-off lift id estimated byconventional methods, such as DATCC*4, or is based on unpowered wind tunneldata.

(NOTE: Estimation of the power-off lift due to flap deflection at zeroangle of attack can be included in the present methods, as will be dis-cQsded later; however, accuracy should be improved by use of conventionalmethods as stated above.)
CL = (CL)B + (&CL)pL 3.1

where (CL)B is the baseline lift at oC = 0, flaps deflected, power-off;(&CL)pl = powered lift increment due to jet deflection and angle ofattack.
Estimation of the powered lift increment is based on the jet flaptheory developed by Spence (Reference 10), which gives for the lift of atwo-dimensional thin airfoil with a jet flap:

CL = (CLQj:) 9 + (CLC) 0 c 3.2
w4here (CLq)* is the two-dimensional lift gradient with jet deflectionangle, 0, and .(Cl OC) 0o is the two-dimensional gradient of lift with angleof attack, Cc.

In application of this theory to an airfoil of finite thickness andfinite aspect ratio, the pressure lift terms are modified for thicknessby the factor (1 + t/c), and for aspect ratio by a factor F, derivedby Maskell and Spence (Reference 11). The derivation of the aspect ratiocorrection factor is based on the assumption of elliptical spanwisedistribution of chord length and blowing coefficient. The resultingexpression for the lift of a three-dimensional wing with a full spanjet flap, as given in Reference (11), is:
CL = F I + 1) (CL9). 9 + (CL,).OC)- V O 3.3

Further development by Williams, Butler, and Wood (Reference 12) to accountfor partial span blowing provided correction factors ' and •) for thejet deflection term and angle of attack term, respectively.
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Adaptatios of these methods for the jet flap to the case of the exter-
nally blok flap is based on the following considerations: The lift
increment due to power is estimated by the jet flap metkods and added
to the power-off lift of the wing with flaps deflected; .-n calculation of
the lift due to jet deflection the sie of the turning angle is used
rather than the angle, since the theory wa• developed on the basis of
small angles for which sin e .A 0; che aspect ratio correction factor
which is based on elliptical spanwise distribution of blowing, is not
strictly applicable to the concentrated blowing technique of the EBF,
but its use gives better results than the unpowered factor, A!(A + 2);
the thickness correction factor is applied to the entire lift incroment
due to power rather than excluding the direct jet lift which results ina small discrepancy with the theory but improves the experimental corre-lations and simplifies the calculations.

With the above considerations, the expression for the lift increment

due to power for an externally blown flap airplane is:

(•CL)PL=F(l + t) [+ (CLo)QQ sineO + (C• 34

It is more convenient to treat the total lift increment due to power in
its components due to jet deflection and angle of attack:

(ACL)PL (4CL)0 + (ACL)O 3.5
(ACL) @ F (1 + t) X(CL@) 0 sin 0 3.6

(ACLL, - F (1l+ A .)C~ 0 CX 3.7
Further development of procedures for calculating these lift incrments
is given in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. A discus!;ion of the geometrical para-
meters involved in these calculations is given in the next section.

20
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3.1 GE(J' CERcPARAMEtrS

The ethods of estimation in the following sections make use ofvarious geometrical parameters which will be defined here.

3,1.1 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE

The flap deflection angle, 6 F' as used herein for under the %ingblcaving is defined as the angle from the wing reference plane to the bi-sector of the trailing segment of the flap. For over the wing blowingthe deflection angle is taken from the wing reference plane to the uppersurface of the trailing edge of the flap. These angles are illustrated
in Figure 1.2.

UNDCJR TAE V4kNCG 
9F~A~N

OvER TRE" WtNG "SLOtO(N C:

FiNure 12. Definition of Flap Dktflection Angle
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3.1.2 ASPECT RATIO FACrOR

An approximate relation for the aspect ratio correction factor, F,given in Refrence (12), and replacing CA with y\C>ý, is:
F~ ~ + .,2 r).L/ - ...

A -Ao o 3.8
where C!K is the sectional thrust coefficient - (S
A plot of this factor for various values of A and ytcoý. is shown in
Figure 13.

For the case of part span flaps, the aspect ratio is taken as that
of the wing excluding half of the area outboard of the flaps.

3.1.3 EFFWIVE WING AREA

The effective wing area, S', is defined as the area of the wingbetween the inboard station and outboard station of the flap (see Figure14). If the wing has part span flaps the effective wing area includes one-half of the area outboard of the flaps. This definition was derived fromconsideration of pressure data from Reference (14), which shows carryover on the wing outboard of the flap of about one half the loading onthe flapped portion of the wing. Use of this definition in estimatingcharacteristics of part span configurations has produced good correla-tions with test data (see Section 3.8). (NOME: Limited data for tqupersurface blowing configurations indicate that only that portion of thewing surface that is in the exhaust flow should be included in the de-finition of St for upper surface blowing. For example, S'/S for theconfiguration of Reference 22 is approximately 0.S.)

3.1.4 MUN AEi•DYNA4IC CHOlD OF EMLCTIVE -WA

The MAC of the effective wing area, "jF, is determined by conventionalmethods applied to the effective wing area, S', as described above, butthat chord length is takme as the developed chord length with the flaps
extended as shown in Figure 13.

For Mull span flaps AF can be taken as the MC of the basic wing, r,,
corrected for flap chord extension.

3.1.5 WING TIICKNESS RATIO

The wing thickness ratio, t/c, is taken as the thickness ratio of
the !4AC of the flapped portion of the wing.
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3.2 LIFT AT ZERO INCIDEN(M

The lift increment due to power at zero angle of attack is defined
by:

where F, rt , t/c, and 9 have been defined in previous sections, and

A - S'/S - area ratio defined in Section 3.1.3

( CL/J ý)0 two-dimensional lift due to jet turning angle.
A plot of (;CL/ ý9) M as defined in Reference (10) is shown in Figure16. The curve for CF/C = 0, corresponding to a pure jet flap, should beused in these estimation procedures. An approximate interpolationformula for the CF/C - 0 case, giver in Reference (11) is, substituting
tCe for C

~ fl 1 .l(c))112 + 0. 139 rLC'r} 1l/2CL/ 9)aoiý"ET r " f + .'S~rL )X 3.9
where C',4 , again, is the sectional thrust coefficient = C/, (S/S').

NOTE: The power-off increment of lift due to flap deflection can beincluded in the methods of estimation by using the relation of( C / ý 9) o as a function of flap chord as shown in Figure 16.In this case the ratio of flap chord to wing chord should be de-fined in the flap-extended condition. The lift increment calcu-lated by this method should be added to the flaps-up, power-off,lift to obtain total lift at oC¢. 0* It is believed, however, thatother methods of estimation of the power-off lift due to flapdeflection, such as DATCCIM, or wind tunnel data, will give better
accuracy.

The expression here for (ACL) was developed from a small angletheory; however, it is used herei1 , Lor jet turning angles, 9, exceedingone radian. It is therefore believed to be more appropriate to usesin 0 rather than 9 in the use of these expressions. This substitution
has been made in all subsequent calculations.

It is more convenient in the pitching mcfnent calculations toseparate the colponents of the lift increment at zero incidence into thethrust reaction term, YtChsin 0. and the circulation lift ca-vnnent (4CI,:

~ .. . . . .~..., -, . . . .



(ACL) 0  (•CL)r + r.C1  sin 0 3.10

then (ACL)1 = (ACL) 9 - vLCI sin a

SF(1 + t/c) X (CLO)a sin e- rLC sin e 3,11

It should be noted that the factor F, and the two dimensional CL4
are based on the sectional blowing coeffo mtttC'f . The thrust
reaction term represents a discrete force and is defined by the blowing
coefficient, C •, based on the wing reference area, and the static values

o Land 9.

Comparisons are shown in Figure 17 of estimated and experimental
values of (ACL) 9 for a wide range of model configurations. The results
show reasonably good agreement, being better than +10 percent in most
cases. The lift estimation is quite sensitive to Th parameters V[ and 9,
so these must be determined as closely as possible. As discussed in
Section II, the methods presented here for estimating rL and 9 tend to
represent well designed li t systems that produce good performance;
whereas soe of the wind tunnel models used in these correlations per-
form below average.

It should be noted in these correlations that in those cases where
the nozzle thrust was inclined relative to the wing to improve impinge-
ment on the flap, the measured lift data were corrected for the downward
thrust reaction force by:

(&CL)W U (ACL)*EA. + C/A. sin S0T

where ýT is the angle between the nczzle centerline and the reference
plane.
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TEST L. E. F.AP T. E. FIAP
SYM, CASE REF A A/ % SPAN E SPAN

I' 22a 14 7 0 100 75
x 61a 9 7 25 100 75
Y 91a 22 7.84 25 50 50(USB)
0 ia 13 7 24 100 100
A lb 13 7 24 100 100

I .d 13 7 24 100 100
0> 1f 13 7 24 100 100
V 14a 13 7 24 80 75
o 21a 14 7 0 100 100
<1 10a 13 6.6 30 80 100
> I " a 13 10 24 80 100
N. 9a 13 8 9.3 80 100
+ 81a 5 7.23 24 100 100

I I

S• 2 I1A -I-

/ /

Figure 17. Correlation of LiFt Increment due to Power at Zero Incidence
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"3.3 LIFT ilJE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK

The powered lift increnent due to angle of attack is estimated by:

Cý 3.7

where F, YI, and tic have been defined in previous sections. The correc-
tion factor for partial span blowing, V) , frm Reference (12), is:

L c) c±03.12

This function is plotted in Figure 18.

(6CL/3< ). a two dimensional lift due to angle of attack (Reference
(10)). A plot of (c6CL/ ý ).0 versus YýC,ýý is shown in Figure 16.

An approximate analytical expression from Reference (11), again sub-
stituting Y1C. for C. , is:

J313

This procedure is of course limited to the linear range of lift
with angle of attack. The extent of the linear range is strongly depen-
dent on leading edge treatment, add varies also with flap deflection,
thrust coefficient, aspect ratio, and sweep.

Correlations of estimated versus experimental values of the lift
curve slope as defined by (ACL ),[//Oare shown in Figure 19 for a wide
range of test configurations. It appears that on the average the method
of estimation slightly over-estimates. the value of the lift curve slope,
although the agreement is withi:- +10 percent for nearly all of the
data.
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TEST L.E. FMAP T.E. FLAP
SYM CASE REF A AC/ % SPAN % SPAN

o 22a 14 7 0 100 75
x 61a 9 7 25 100 75
Y 91a 22 7.84 25 50 50(USB)
O la 13 7 24 100 100
A lb 13 7 24 100 100
o d 13 7 24 100 100

1 )f 13 7 24 100 100
V 14a 13 7 24 80 75
o 21a 14 7 0 100 100
<1 0~a 13 6.6 30 80 100

I> .la 13 10 24 80 100
b 9a 13 8 9.3 80 100
+ 81a 5 7.23 24 100 100

kL ,

2 Ii

z c4 iv<9/ 1?

Figure 19. Correlation of Lift Curve Slope
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3.4 M~1AL LJFr M #DATION

The recawended procedure for estiuting the lift coefficient is to
determine po•mr-off lift at zero mgle of attack by other conventional
methods of estimation; then add the power effects due to jet turning,
angle of attack and nozzle incidence:

CL -(CL)B + (ACL)e + (WLOCL)•. - C s 3s14

where detailed description of the lift increments are given bý'/

(ACL)q from Section 3.2

(GCL)O from Section 3.3
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3.5 MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT

A relationship for the maximum lift coefficient of a two-dimensional
wing with a jet augmented flap, based on the maximum lift of the unflapped
wing, and assuming a leading edge stall for both wings, is given by D.N
D.N. Foster in Reference (15), as.

C AC AC11 L
CLMAX C CM CL

3.15= 6, c1  2 4

where, in the nomenclature of Reference 15, CLNA is the maximum lift
coefficient of the unflapped, unaugnented wiig; CLMAX 6, C, is the maxi-
nRu lift coefficient of the wing with flap deflected and jet augmnentation;
ACL 6, (;0 is the increment of lift due to flap deflection and jet augmenta-
tion; and, ACLC is the increment of lift due to jet augmentation only,
with the flap already deflected

The increment in maximum lift coefficient due to flap deflection and
jet augmentation is, then:

1AC/2S/ 6, cc c6,

1/2 -CL Ac 1/2 6C LcIJ

by definition A 6, c C +AC c3.16

¾ cSOI /2A( + 3/ /2CcucI

1 L6 + 3/C L] 3.17
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Now according to Reference 24,the increment in maximum lift coefficient
due to flap deflection cnly is equ3al to one-half the increment in lift at
constant angle of attack due to flap deflection:

(ACAx) - 1/2 3CL 3.18
C 6 or-

So, defining (ACLMyX_ as the ;ncrement in maximmn lift coefficient due
to jet augmentation cly, with the flap already deflected:

1/2f.CL + 3/2 X - 1/2AC - 3/4C cL 3.19

In the derivation of CL. in Reference 15, the term ACLC is defined as
the increment in lift due to jet augmentation at "constant angle of attack,
and is then further interpreted as being at c = 0. However, it is believed
that the value of (6CL)C to be used here should be defined at the angle
of attack for stall v'-ith flap deflected and with blowing, as suggested by
Moorhouse in Reference 23. The reason for this, an which the analysis of
Reference 15 is based, is that the leading edge loading of a blown flapped
wing is the same as that of an unblwn f!.--"cd" wing when the CT of the
t~b!•m wing is eqal~ to CL - 3/4 (•CL)c of the blown wing.

In applying this approach to the estimation of CL.~y for the finite
aspect ratio case, it is reasoned that the (0CL)CU usern the calculation
should be the two-dimensional value, since it is the section loading that
determines C' . However, it is usually the three-dimensianal data that are
available, so ,e three-dimensional value of (&Cr)Cp should be modified for
aspect ratio by the factor, I/F. This procedure was first suggested by
M•Rae in Refe,,vnce 24.

The maxim=n lift increment due to flap blowing for the finite aspect
ratio case is then:

PL 4-F (•L PL M aAX

Now since the value of aNM is not known, the above expression has been
defined in terms of klmn values, based on the siimplified lift curves
illustrated in Figure 22:

* 3/•[(•CL)eC - (CDpo, 0 (1-0)) + (C ik)m-Cisin 6T

4F
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where: *. (CLa )po
CLa

and -C$ sin 6T is a correction to CLM, for those EBF systems which incorporate
jet nozzle incidence to improve lift augmentation.

A correlation of experimental data versus estimates using equation 3.2.1
has been made representing many variations of aspect ratio, sweep angle, flap
configuration, blowing coefficient, and leading edge devices. The results
show a fairly consistent underestimation of AC of about 15 percent.
Application of a multiplying factor of 1.15 to re first term of equation
3.2 .1 was found to bring the data into reasonably good agreement, as shown
in figure 20, although it caused the upper surface blown data to spread. The
resulting expression for estimation of CLvAx for EBF systems is, then:

43

'- {[ý l 1 15(', (CL) pa. (1 -0)] + (C,.,.,) Cil6

(LA)L 40 3.22

It should be remembered that this relation assumes similar type stall for
both power on and power off, which is often not the case for powered lift wind
tunnel tests.

It has been 'cund from test data correlations that an adequate approxi-
matiorn for the estimation of OC,44X is:

•%...,• l/F (WaL)O - CsAsin 6T
8 T 3.23

This expression is much more amenable to quick "hand calculated" estimations,
and gives equally good correlation with test data as the relation given in
equation 3.22.
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TIS L.I.FLAP T.X. nAP
5Th CASE mEF A AI/4  % SPAN % SPAN

, 22& 14 7 0 100 75
x 61. 9 7 25 100 75
Y 91& 22 7.84 25 50 50(tSB)
o la 13 7 24 100 100
A lb 13 7 24 100 100
o id 13 7 24 100 100

l If 13 7 24 100 100
V 1l4 13 7 24 80 75
0 2..a 14 7 0 100 100
1 109 13 6.6 30 80 100
C> 11a 13 10 24 80 100
N 99 13 8 9.3 80 100
+ 81a 5 7.23 24 100 100

CD

8a

(44CL MA Xp..T. .

Figure 20. Correlation of 6C4 Dw to Paer According to lBuztimn 3.22
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TEST L.E. FLAP T.E. FIAP
SYM CASE REF A AZ/ % SPAN % SPAN

22a 14 7 0 100 75
x 61a 9 7 25 100 75
Y 91a 22 7.84 25 50 50(USB)
O la 13 7 24 100 100
S lb 13 7 24 100 100
o d 13 7 24 o00 100

I if 13 7 24 100 100
V 14a 13 7 24 80 75
0 21a 14 7 0 100 100
<4 lOa 13 6.6 30 80 100

1> 1a 13 10 24 80 100
L 9a 13 8 9.3 80 100
+ 81a 5 "(.23 24 100 100

-47.

/.

S2

IJi

/ m

Z. 3 5 7

Figure 21. Correlation of A [CI. Due to Power According to Equatioi 3.23
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3.6 ANGIE OF AWTACK FOR MAXIMLN LTFr

The change in angle of attack at maximum lift due to jet augmentation
can be estimated using the characteristics of idealized lift curves as
illustrated in Figure 22, and the relations for (CLMAx)PL of the previous
section.

* Aa)MAX (CiqX)P A - (CL)a, 0 - (C) A)O - (CO)) a 3.24

C L CC

( C L C W t

Figure 22. Defimition ofa-

The angle of attack at mnaximum lift power on is approximated by:

*(a~ a) 3.25

A correlation of estimated and experi~mntal ac data is sham in
Figure 23. Reasonably good agreement is observed,?Wth sam notable excep-
tions. Again, the theoretical approach pssumes a similar type of stall
fo:- both the power-on and power-off ca.I, whereas examination of wind
t•Jwl test results indicates obvious variances in the type of stall for
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17S, L. E. FIAP T. E. FTAP
SYM CAPS• " A AZ/ % SPAN % SPAN

c1 22a 14 7 0 100 075x 61a 9 7 25 100 75
7 91a 22 7.84 25 50 50(USB)O la 13 7 24 100 100

l lb 13 7 24 100 100o ld 13 7 24 100 100
0 if 13 7 24 100 100
' 14a 13 7 24 80 75o 21a 14 7 0 100 100< l loa 13 6.6 30 80 100

l> la 13 1.0 24 80 I00
S9a 13 8 9.3 1) 1.00

35 + 81a 5 7.23 24 10o 1.o

4JI

CD xS/15 +

/0
0 5 /0o /5 2o 125 30 •

Figure 23. Correlation of Maxiuma Angle of Attack Data
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different values of the blowing coefficient. When this candition exists
agreement can not be expected between estimated and experimental data. It
would be expected that the estimated values of aMAX would be in better agree-

rient with flight test results of a well designed full scale, EBF system, than
with wind tunnel results of small scale models.
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3.7 EFFECTS OF ASPECT RATIO

The theoretical aspect ratio correction factor, F, discussed in
Section 3.1.2 was developed on the assumption that the jet blowing was
distributed elliptically spanwise. In the case of the externally blown
flap the blowing is concentrated at the engine nozzle and the lift
distributicn peaks in the vicinity of the thrust centerline, which violates
considerably the assumptions under which the aspect ratio factor was
derived. However, better results are obtained by using the aspect
ratio factor, F, thai, are obtained by using the power-off factor,
A/(A + 2).

Experimental data from Reference (13), shown in Figure 24, illus-
trates a negligible effect in varying aspect ratio by 40 percent. Esti-
mated values of lift increment due to blowing for these same model con-
figurations show a larger predicted effect of aspect ratio than that
observed in the test data. The error in lift increment is not large,
but these results indicate that the aspect ratio factor better accounts
for the spanwise loading effects at aspect ratio 7 than at 10.

The comparison of experimental effects of aspect ratio with the
theoretical prediction indicates that as the blowing coefficient is
increased the effective aspect ratio is decreased. This trend would be
expected due to higher loading of the inboard portion of the wing span
with the higher blowing coefficients and with the typical EBF configura-
tion.

It is believed that an aspect ratio correction factor could be
developed based on loading distributiu,-, more typical of ,EB. systems,
which would more accurately predict the aspect ratio effects on powered
lift. However the factor, F, useed herein is recommended for prediction
methods until improved factors can be developed.
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3.8 EFFECTS OF FLAP SPAN

Investigation of the effects of varying flap span on the lift
augmentation due to flap blowing has shown that use of the effective wing
area, S', as defined in Section 3.1.3 adequately accounts for flap span
variations. As discussed in Section 3.1.3, available pressure data from
Reference 14 indicate that the circulation lift due to blowing on externally
blown flaps extends over the entire span of the flaps, regardless of the
spanwise placing of the engines. Analysis of the pressure data in
Reference (14) shows that the carryover loading on the wing area outboard
of the 75 percent span flap is about one-half of that on the flapped
portion of the wing. This observed characteristic would obviously not hold
for extreme variations frA'on the test configurations, but it is believed to
be a valid assumption for reasonable STOL configurations.

The effects of flap span are thus included in the lift calculation
through the dependency of the effective area, S', and the effective aspect
ratio, on flap span. The correlation plots of lift ata= 0, Figure 17,
and CL(, Figure 19, show equally good correlation of the part-span data as
that of the full-span data.

Two sets of data were available (References 13 and 14) where all model
geometry except the flap span was held constant. These models were
tested with both full span and 75 percent span flaps. Results of these
tests are shown in Figure 25. It is seen that the test data follow the
trend of the estimated variation of lift with flap span ratio, although
the absolute level of the zeio sweep data is underestimated.
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3.9 EFFECTS OF WING SWEEP

In the present methods of estimation of lift augmentation due to flap
blowing the effects of wing sweep appear only in the jet turning efficiency,
n, as seen in Figures 7, 8, and 11. Figure 11 shows only a modest effect of
sweep except for the zero sweep, double slotted flap case, which exhibits
a markedly reduced efficiency. Referring to Figure 17 where estimated and
experimental values of zero incidence lift are compared it is seen that the
lift data for the unswept wing with double slotted flaps are generally
underestimated.

It is possible that the turning efficiency data for the zero sweep wing
which were taken from References 8 and 14, reflect some experimental
technique which is not consistent with the other tests. Further tests of
other models with low wing sweep values should be made to investigate the
turning efficiency of double-slotted flapped wings at low sweep angles.

Tests were conducted in Reference 13 where only the wing sweep of the
model was varied; flap deflection, nacelle geometry, and blowing coefficient
were held constant. Results of these tests are shown in Figure 26 for
sweep angles of 9' to 300. The close agreement of estimated lift increments
with the experimental data indicates that the prediction methods adequately
account for sweep effects.
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3.10 EFFECTS OF FLAP CONFIGURATICN

The methods of prediction of lift increment due to power indicate
a small benefit of triple slotted flaps over double slotted flaps due
to better turning effectiveness (see Figure 13). A comparison with experi-
mental data from Reference (13), shown in Figure 27, shows that the pre-
dicted variation with flap angle is correct, but the differences due to
double versus triple slotted flaps are no greater than the experimental
scatter of the data. It is also observed that flap separation starts at
flap angles above about 65 degrees for t:hese tests at C 0 - 2.

These results are in agreement w.th other data from Reference (6).
There, single, double, and triple slotted flaps were investigated with a
model having a straight wing. The various flap geometries are shown in
Figure 28. The power-off lifts for these geometries are presented in
Figure 29 for - = 0, showing a large improvement in lift in going from
one gap to multi-gapped flap geometries. The large improvement sbove
'-:he single gap is probably due to a lessening of flow separation. Power
effects from external blowing are presented in Figure 30 for the same
flap geometries, using a blowing coefficient of C ,. 1.0. The single
slotted flap shows the largest lift increment which probably results
from atj elimination of the flow separation that might exist without the
blowing. However, little difference is found between the double and
triple slotted flap. Figure 31 shows the sum of the freestream lift and
the increment due to power, i.e., the total lift. It is seen that the
differences in total lift between double and triple slotted flaps are
minor.

Also it should be noted that the comparison of the number of gaps
is carried out at constant flap chord extensions. However, in case a
sirrltaneous increase of flap chord is achieved together with a larger
number of gaps, an increase of turning angle may be obtained because of
a larger impingement parameter.

The prediction methods have no provision for flap gap variations.
Test dota from References (6) and (13) show that an optiun~ gap is 3
percent to 3.5 percent of wing chord (see Figure 32). It is assumred
that any EBF design would utilize a near opti-Ran gap in order to derive
the maximtmi lift capability from the flap system, since there are no
apparent reasons to use other gap dimensions.
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3.11 EFFECTS OF LEADING EDGE DEVICES

The primary effect of the leading edge device is to increase CLo by
delaying leading edge stall to higher angles of attack. In application to
an externally blown flap, test data indicate that the increment in CLMAx
due to the leading edge device is developed in the power-off condition, and
no further increase in CLMAX due to the leading edge device is realized
for the power-on case.

In the present .-ethods, the effects of the leading edge device are
estimated for the power-off case by DATCOM or other suitable methods. Power
effects are then added as described in Sections 3.2 through 3.5.

Tests were made in Reference 13 of systematic variations of Krueger
flap span from 100 percent span to 40 percent span. Figure 33 presents the
lift increment due to flap blowing at zero incidence, and shows no effect
of Krueger flap span. Figure 34 shows the effect of leading edge flap span
on CL for the power-off and power-on cases. It is seen here that the
estimetLd power effects on CL X, which assume no effect of the leading
edge device, are in good agreement with the experimental data at all values
of the leading edge flap span. The increment of CLQ, due-to power is shown
in Figure 35 for two values of blowing coefficient.
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3.12 EFFECrS OF NACELLE LOCATION AND ENGINE ORIENTATION

The methods of estimation developed in this report account for the
effects of nacelle location and engine orientation through the use of
the "impingement ratio," ZF/R, and the inclusion of direct force terms
due to thrust axis incidence. Test results of a systematic variation of
nacelle position (Figure 36) and nozzle deflecticn angle conducted in the
wind tunnel tests 9f this program, substantiate these methods.

Test data are shown in Figure 37 of lift increment due to power
versus engine nozzle angle for various nacelle locations. It is seen that
the high nacelle location has better performance, and the aft nacelle
location has poorer performance than the basic nacelle location. Also,
there is no apparent benefit in spreading the engines spanwise any farther
than the basic arrangement. These data show the very potent effects of
deflecting the nozzle upward into the flaps. The nozzle angle effect is
about the same for all nacelle locations.

These same data when shown as a function of the impingement ratio in
Figure 38, tend to collapse about a single curve with the exception of
the aft nacelle location data, which is about 10 percent below the other
data. Static calibration data of the aft location were not taken, but
it is believed that the aft location might nroduce a higher drag force
which would result in a lower turning efficiency, thus explaining the
reduced lifting effectiveness. It is concluded that the prediction
methods adequately account for effects of nacelle location and thrust
incidence, although they do not account for the penalty incurred by moving
the nozzle closer to the flaps. Here again, it should be a design objec-
tive to locate the nozzle at or near the wing leading edge.
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3.13 EFFECrS OF ASY14VETRTC ThIRIUT

Experimental results of test simulating the loss of thrust on one
engine of a four-engine airplane "s shoun on Figure 39. It is seen that
the loss in lift due to one-fourth reduction in ?C is very neatly equal to
one-fourth of the total lift. Since the powered lift increment is not linear
with C4, the loss of lift due to an engine failure is not equivalent to the
reduction in lift that would result from the reduction of C• by 25 percent
uniformly on all engines.

The loss of lift due to an engine fialure with the thrust held constant
on the remaining engines, can then be estimated by:

1

(4CL)engine failure - I (ACL)P.L. all engines 3.26

where N is the total number of engines on the airplane.

The test data presented in Figure 39 show that the loss of an inboard
engine results in slightly less lift loss than the loss of an outboard
engine. This might be due to the outboard engine affecting a larger
portion of the wing than the in!'oard engine. This effect is negligibly
small.
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Section IV

DRAG

Defining drag as the total force in the wind direction, including
engine thrust, the total drag coefficient is:

CD = CD + CDi - -k CA cos (0-'+ ,) + A CDR 4.1

where CDf is the power off minimum drag minus (CL at min. drag) 2/1T A;
CDi is the induced drag due to lift "see Section 4.1); and 6CDR is ram drag.

The drag increment CDf is estimated by conventional methods or
obtained from unpowered wind tunnel model data, and is defined by:

CDf =Cin - (C L (t" 4.2

The ram drag component is:

CDR V= V 4.3

where Wa= weight rate of flow of air through engine inlets, lb/sec.,
obtained from engine data

V - freestream velocity, fps
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4.1 DRAG DUE TO LIFr

The drag due to lift for a jet flap wing of finite aspect ratio has
been derived in Reference 11 as:

CD C'/(irA + 2 JP

where CL is the total lift coefficient including the jet reaction term.
Attenpted correlations of this expression with wind tunnel test data of
externally blown flap models have produced negative results. However,
good correlations have been obtained by using the unpowered form of te..
induced drag expression, and removing the jet reaction force from the t,ý al
lift:

CDi - [C - nC, sin (e+a)]2/,A 4.4

Experimental data representing various configurations and several
different aspect ratios have been plotted in the form of

[CL - nC,, sin (O+a)]2 versus [CD + cos (eO+) - ACDR]

in Figure 40. Ram drag and uncertainty in the values of n and e (see Sec-
tion 4.2) cause sowe dispersion of the data, but for one set of conditions
held constant the slope is consistent with the assumed value of I/-Ao

A s•mnary of estimated induced drag compared to induced drag derived
from test data by removing the drag at zero lift, ram drag, and thrust
reaction, is shown in Figure 41. The agreement is reasonably good.
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4.2 THRUST REACTION FORCE

The thrust reaction term, rtCt c + C÷o), is determined from
static values of rl and 9 as discu5sed ia Section II. In estimating the
total drag force, this is the coMonent most difficult to define accurate-
ly. Both rL and 9 are subject to variable details of the airplane and
flap configuration, and methods are given only for estimating performance
of a "wll-designed" system. In attempting correlations with wind
tunnel test data, good agreement depends on availability of good static
calibration results for rL and 0.

The deviation of experimental values of the jet turning efficiency from
the design curves of Figure 11 are sunmarized for the various types of
flaps and wing sweeps in Figure 42. Most of the experimental points fall
within a AVL of +.10. The sensitivity of estimated drag with the para-
meter rfL, ACD/Af , varies from about 0.5 in the range of CL's of 4 to 5,
to about 2.0 at high lift coefficients. So, the experimental scatter in

VL could result in deviations in the estimated drag coefficient of +.05
at nominal lift coefficients and +0.2 at high lift coefficients.
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Section V

PITCHINC 1-04ENT

A theoretical development of the pitching moment of a two-dimensional
wing with a blown flap has been made by Spence in Reference (17). These
methods assume uniform spanwise distributed blowing at the wing trailing
edge or knee of the flap so they do not simulate the three dimensional
externally blown flap sufficiently for direct application. However, the
framework of the theoretical development can be used to guide an empirical
approach to solution of the problem.

lhe method recommended here for estimation of thy pitching moment
characteristics was developed from consideration of pressure distribu-
tion data of externally blown flap tests from References (13) and (14).
Typical chordwise and spanwise distributions from Reference (34) are
reproduced here in Figures 43 and 44.

From these pressure and loading distribution data it has been corr-
cluded that the pitching moments due to an externally blown flap can be
predicted by treating the three major components - the thrust reaction,
circulation lift at zero incidence, and lift due to angle of attack -
individually. The pressure data indicate the following characteristics
which have been applied in the present prediction methods.

1. Thrust Reaction Term

The lift component of the thrust reaction, yj C. sin 0, acts primarily
on the flap with no noticeable carry-over fonvard of the flap. Spanwise,
this force is centered about the thrust centerline, as illustrated in Figure 44.

2. Circulation Lift at Zero Incidence

In the chordwise direction this force is quite uniformly distributed, so
the center of pressure would fall very close to mid-chord. This is in agree-
ment with two-dimensional jet flap theory which predicts a .5c location of the
center of pressure of the induced lift at zero incidence. The spanwise load-
ing distribution of the circulation lift is also quite uniform even when the
blowing is concentrated inboard, so the spanwise c.p. of this load can be
assumed to bc at -he UNC of the wing. Data with partial span flaps show
a carry-over on the panel outboard of the flaps that averages about
half of the unit loading of the flapped portion of the wing.
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3. Lift Due to Angle of Attack

The additional load due to angle of attack has a conventione.l dis-
tribution, peaking near the leading edge, with a c.p. near the quarter
chord. This loading -is also uniformly distributed spanwise, so the MAC
of the wing can be assumed to be the spanwise location of the c.p.

The tail-off pitching moment characteristics are estimated by adding
the powered lift effects to the power off characteristics which are esti-
mated by conventional methods, or are available from unpowered wind
tunnel model tests. As discussed above, th'ý total. tail-off pitching
moment is developed by summing the effects of the several mement inputs:

Cm = (Cm)B + (ACm)R + (16Cm)r + (Cd)o< + (ACm)RD 5.1

where (Cm)B = basic power-off moment coefficient, variable with angle
of attack, with flaps extended

(LCm)R = moment coefficient due to thrust reaction

(ACm)r = moment coefficient due to circulation lift at zero
incidence

(ACm), = moment coefficient due to power effects on additional
lift at angle of attack

(ZCm)RD = moment coefficient due to ram drag.

Each of these pitching moment increments will be discussed in the follow-
ing sections.

S. 1 THRUST PEACTION IVDUCT

By definition, the thrust reaction force, FR, acts at an angle to
the reference plane of 9 - tan- 1 (EN/FA), where FN is the normal force
component ef FR, and FA is the axial force component. At fonrard speed
these force components are defined by the coefficients: n CA,.,

YI Cý, sin 0 and Y C,4 cos 9. Now, according to our analogy to the jet
flap, this jet reaction force represents the momentun in the jet .beet
leaving the trailing edge of the flap system at the angle 9. Therefore,
the moment of this force can be found by extending the force vector from
the trailing edge of the flap at angle 0, and determining its maoent arm
about the moment reference center.
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The spanwise location of the thrust reaction force, 'CA , is taken
to be at the engine centerline; or, in the case of a four-engine installa-
tion, midway between the two engines on one wing. Now to determine the
length of the moment arm it is probably more convenient to w6rk with the
normal and axial thrust reaction components. By extending the vector,
o CAu.. from the flap trailing edge at angle 9, the chordwise location
of the intersection of this vector with the reference plane (the horizon-

tal plane through the moment reference center) can be found (see figure 45).
Then the pitching moment about the moment reference center due to the thrust
reaction force is equal to the normal force component, YtC sin 9,
acting at the distance from the moment reference center to the intersection
of the thrust reaction± force with the reference plane. The axial force
component has no moment arm in this system. So, taking moments about the
wing leading edge at the location of the engine centerline:

(A~wR S~~ &5.2

where CR = chordwise distance of intersection of thrust reaction vector
and the reference plane from the wing leading edge

ct = length of wing chord at engine centerline

7" = KA.C of wing.

These parameters are illustrated in Figure 45 for two possible loca-
tions of the moment reference center. This pitching moment can be trans-
ferred to the moment reference center by conventional methods:

76 ,P.3
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5.2 MIN DUE TO CIRCULATION LIFT AT ZERO INCIDENCE

As discussed above the circulation lift at zero incidence can be
assumed to act at the mid chord of the MAC of the affected portion of
the wing. An alternate approach is to define the center of pressure of
the circulation lift due to power to be equal to the center of pressure
of the power-off, zero incidence, flaps down lift. Rather extensive
investigations of experimental results of various configurations have
shown this correlation. This approach should give better accuracy,
especially if unpowered wind tunnel model data are available. The pitch-
ing moment increment of the circulation lift at zero incidence about the
moment reference center is then:

r (AýC V-1. 5.4

(Lv

where (Cm)BO = pitching moment coefficient about moment reference center,
• power off, flaps down, ck,,= 0

(CLB = lift coefficient, power off, flaps down, c/= 0

(6CL) = circulation lift at zero incidence as defined in
Section 3.2.
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5.3 PITUIING M34W DUE TO ANGLE OF ATTACK

The center of pressure of the additional lift due to angle of attack
for a two-dimensional jet flap has been derived by Spence in Reference
(10). His results can be approximated by the relation:

so the center of pressure of the angle of attack term is very near the
quarter chord. Experimental data confirm that the additional lift acts
essentially at the quarter chord. The recommended procedure for esti-
mating the incremental pitching moment due to angle of attack effects is,
then:

5.6

where: (&CL)• - lift increment due to angle of attack, defined in
Section 3.3

(A CLIj• lift increment due to Fagle of attack, power-off
= 2 rTT F o( +%) = 2 A

F

C•F - W'C of affected wing area as defined in Section 3.1.

This moment increment can be transferred to the moment reference center
by conventional methods:
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5.4 RAM DPAG 1MIer

The pitching mommet of the ram drag about the mmnt reference center
is:

where (,&CD) ram drag, defined in Section 4.

A iR - moment arm of engine inlet axis about moment reference
center, positive when engine is below reference
plane. In the stability axis system this dimension
is variable with angle of attack.

so



5.5 TOTALPITCHING, -14M

The total pitching moent coefficient about the moment reference
center is, :hen, the sum of the above increments:

C~~ n S ck\jC(CFX
+(Ai-- (cm)- , I-'

(CL).

CC

Correlations with experimental data using these methods have been
made for several varied configurations with the results being shown in
Figure 46. In general the agreement is very good, falling with + 10
percent. Those data showing the largest deviation are due to oviresti-
mation of the lift increment due to blowing. Again, this noticeable
discrepancy in lift estimation is primarily due to the aspect ratio
effects.
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5.6 EFFECT OF LEADING EDGE DEVICES

The effect of wing leading edge blowing on the center of pressure
location of the power effects at ot- 0 was analyzed and found to be
negligible, see Figure 47.

Also, the effect of Krueger flaps and leading edge droop was found to
be negligible, see Figure 48.
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Section VI

TAIL ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS

The tail environment characteristics are presented in this section as
the downwash angle at zero angle of attack and the change of downwash
angle with lift due to power, Next the downwash factor (I - de/d.) is
discussed. In particular various configuration effects have been exa-
mined. A limited amount of data on the dynamic pressure environment at
the airplane tail is presented herein.

6.1 DOWNWASH AT ZERO INCIDENCE

The method of Ross, Reference (18), for estimation of the downwash
behind jet-flapped wings was evaluated for application to the externally
blown flap. Although reascnable agreement of the theory with test results
was found for small jet deflection angles, the theory significantly under-
estimated the downwash for larger jet deflection angles. This was
contributed in Reference (12) to overestimation of the defiection of the
jet wake due to jet angle, and due to roll-up of the vortex sheet, which
is not accounted for in the theory. A further discrepancy in this
theoretical treatment is the assumirtion of elliptical spanwise loading
distribution which can be substantially violated with EBF configurations.

Since the linearized theory did not give satisfactory results in the
region of interest, an empirical approach to providing means of esti-
mating the downwash was taken. The limited amount of test data available
for externally blown flaps were generalized and are presented in Figure
49 showing the relation of downwash angle at zero angle of attack with lift
coefficient, tail height, -nd tail length. In this form the effects of
flap deflection angle and blowing coefficient are reflected in the lift
coefficient, so any independent effect of these variables on downwash
angle is not defined. Other limitations of these data are that they are
for the aspect ratio range of 7 to 8.

'he aspect ratio effect on downwash angle, which might be expected
to be a function of CL/A or CLA/trA + 2Qt) (from jet flap theory),
could be incorporated in this type of data presentation if sufficient
experimental data were available for development and substantiation of
such a factor. Unfortuiately, experimental data to investigate this
relationship with aspect ratio were not available.

Ihe faired curves of Figure 49 have been superimposed on test data
from References (2), (4), and (13) in Figures 50 through S3 at the
appropriate tail heights and tail lengths to illustrate the degree of
experimental data variation.
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6.2 DOWNWASH FACTOR

Within the limitations of the parameters discussed above the downwash
angle and the downwash factor (I - a/) can be estimated by the
following procedure:

6= 0 6 "+ &A*< 6.1

where Lo is the downwash angle at zero incidence, given by Figure 50.

To find bleoJ( it was assumed that from a given baseline downwash
angle corresponding to a certain lift coefficient, blowing coefficient and
tail location, the downwash angle changes with angle of attack as CL
and tail height change with angle of attack. Expressing the change in
downwash angle as:

&C CE A + 6 e 6.2

and holding 4,constant and varying only angle of attack,

S= +

Then for small changes in 0(:

- - . . 6 .3

where )CL/3.0 is the power-on lift curve -lope as defined in Section 3.3,
and I,*./Ij( is equal to the tail length L/c (where Z is in units of chord
length).

The slopes, atE/aCL and a./cAU , have been derived from the plot
of Figure 49 and shown versus CL in Figure 54. It should be noted that
these values are in degrees, whereas ZCL/bs. and ý*/ZNOL are per radian.
Accounting for these differences in uw.its, the expression for M/bK is:

Lek 6.4
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A plot of the downwash factor calculated by this expression for a
tail length of 3.5 and using typical values of CL ( is shown in Figue
5S. Comparisons with experimental results from References (2), (4), (5),
and (13) are shown in Figure 56. The average correlation is fairly good
although some unaccounted configuration effects are apparent.

6.3 CONFIGURATION EFFECTS

The major configuration effect on downwash angle is the tail height
as shown in the data of Figure 51. Tail length has a much lesser effect
as seen in Figure So. The data in Figure 52 indicate a small reduction
in downwash angle when increasing the flap deflection from 50 degrees to
60 degrees. Also shown in this figure is the effect of rotating the engine
exhaust nozzles from 15 degrees up to 15 degrees down; again, only a
small reduction in downwash angle is observed. The effects of leading
edge flap span and chord, and the effect of engine spacing is shown in
Figure 53. The increased span leading edge flap with spread engines
shows a small reduction in downwash angle. Unfortunately the indivi&dal
effects of these two factors cannot be separated in the present data.

The most significant effects on the downwash factor (1 - 6/ýO),
other than tail height appear to be due to leading edge treatment.
Figures 56(e) through (h) show rather large, unpredictable, effects of
leading edge blowing, producing different effects with different loca-
tions of the outboard engines. The effects of leading edge flap span and
chord on the downwash factor is illusLrated in Figure 56(a). At the
lower lift coefficients, reduction of leading edge flap span and chord
appear to improve. the downwash factor. At higher lift coefficients no
noticeable effect is observed.

The effects of flap deflection angle, shown in Figure 56(c) indicate
no observable effect on the downwash factor in increasing flap deflection
angle froml 50 to 60 degrees.

The erratic behavior of the data at the higher lift coefficients
observed in Figures 56(h) and 56(i), is evil *, _y due to the spanwise
location of the outboard engine. Bothi sets of data are from the same
model with the engines in the "spread" configuration. Moving the out-
board engine further inboard, or application of leading edge blowing,
appears to improve the downwash factor to values compatible with the othier
configurations. Other data with spread engines from Reference (13),
Figures 56(b), is quite comparable to that of Reference (5) with leading
edge blowing, Figure S6(e).

The effects of varying tail length from £/c - 2.2 to 4.2 as shown
in Figure 56(i), are negligible, which is in agreement with the methods of
estimation.
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The methods of estimation of the downwash angle and the downwash
factor given here are believed to be adequate for typical EBF STOL
configurations which utilize a leading edge device, large span flaps, and
aspect ratio of 7 to 8. The most important configuration variable not
accounted for here is the aspect ratio of the wing, or of the flapped
portion of the wing. Additional data should be obtained of this variable
and analyzed in the context of the approach used here for prediction
methods.
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6.4 TAIL DYNAIIC PRESSURE

The dynamic pressure ratio at the tail was obtained from Reference
(2) and has been presented, verbatim, at the top of Figure 57. The
dynamic pressure increase coefficient ( /(T/S)) may readily be
determined from:

Ti£L - 6.5

The dynamic pressure increase coefficient in this case was a linear
function of the gross thrust or blowing coefficient, C
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Section VII

ASYNETRIC POWER EFFECTS ON lATERAL CHARACTERISTICS

7.1 ROLING WM'B4 DUE TO ENGINE FAIURE

The rolling moment due to engine failure is determined from the lift
change due, to the failure times a moment arm:

-- = 0 L V 7.1

fierein, the subscript EF denotes "engine failure", while Y denotes the
lateral distance of the center of pressure of the forces due to engine
failure.

The lateral distance can be taken as being equal to the lateral loca-
tion of the centerline of the exhaust nozzle of the failed engine. Corre-
lations of several test results, Figure 58, show some variation of this,
both inboard and outboard; however, since the variation is reasonable over
a large range of configurations it is recomnended that the engine center-
line be used as the c.p. of the failed engine forces. In the method
presented hereafter the lateral c.p, location is assumed to be independent
of c.

The lift change due to engine failure can be computed below the stallangle of attack from

(C L) E ( C L), (AC L ) L) 7.2

as defined in Section 3, where N is total number of engines and (ACL)PL
is the lift increment due to powered lift with all engines operating.

The maximum change in lift at an angle of attack beyond stall can be
substantially larger, as illustrated in Figure 59. The magnitude depends
very much on the effect of power on the stall angle of attack, and probably
also on the wing sweep angle. Data for 24-degree swept back wings and
clustered engines are presented in Figure 60.

A comparison of test data with computations of the rolling moment due
to engine failure, using the above described method, is given in Figures
61 and 62. It is seen that the method is useful for the prediction of the
rolling moment versus angle of attack.
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7.2 YAWINJG M M DM TO 1V WZ E FAIUME

An atteopt was made to use a similar technique to predict the yawing
moment with asymmetric power by replacing the normal force, used for the
rolling moment predictions, with the axial force or drag increase due to
engine failure. The results show that the centroid of the outboard failed
engine is near the engine centerline, but the centroid of the inboard failed
engine is far outboard (see Figure 63). It is also observed that the center
of pressure, or yaw centroid, moved outboard when the tail was added to the
configuration, apparently the failure of an engine is inducing a strong cross-
flow which has a greater reaction on the fuselage in the case of an inboard
engine failure, than for that of an outboard engine failure.

k). investigation of the sidewash induced by the asymnetric vortex
system resulting from a failed engine might yield a method for predicting
the engine-dlot directional characteristics.
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Section VIII

POWER EFFECTS ON AERO DYNAMIC DERIVATIVES

8.1 LONGITUDINAL DERIVATIVES

8.1.1. CHANGE IN r4RWARD VELOCITYI DERIVATIVES

Cxu, CZu, Cy - These derivatives arise from three sources; Mach num-
ber effect, aeroe astic effects, and thrust or power effects. The first
two of these sources are very small in the STOL flight region and may be
neglected. The thrust or power effects, of concern in this section,
however, can become quite important in some configurations and should be
investigated in detail, as their effect is seen in both the period and
damping of th.e phugoid oscillation.

In general, major contributions from power can be broken into three
categories:

1. Direct effects
2. Inlet effects
3. Induced flow effects.

Both direct and ialet effects are readily handled once the engine
characteristics are known through normal analysis. An example of a typi-
cal direct effect is, at low speeds when the net thrust varies greatly
with velocity, noticeable Cmu effects can occur if the thrust vector is
highly offset from the center of gravity. The velocity-power effects
from the inlet are usually negligible, as the resulting forces generated
are basically a function of inflow angle, but power effects may arise
here for other derivatives such as, Cmo, CL, and Chr. In all
cases cauticn should be used in dynamic analysis bookkeeping to avoid a
double entry of power effects when thrust coefficient teimu are included.

Induced flow effects are more difficult to assess. A successful
prediction method, if test data on similar vehicles are available, is to
plot a nondimensionalized contributor against the inverse of the blowing
coefficient as illustrated in Figure 64. Since all the factors in the
power-speed relationship, I/C~pE - qS/TpE, are known and q is a function
of velocity, a graphical differentiation when corrected by the appropriate
constants will yield the desired change in forward velocity derivation
due to induced flow power effects for that component. The total deriva-
tive is naturally the summation of ill such contributing components.
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8.1.2 CHANGE IN ANGLE OF ATTACK DERIVATIVES

C x., CZo, Cm,- Power effects on these derivatives can be determined
directly using prediction methods shown in Sections 3, 4, and 5. Of the
contributing factors, CLt, CD•, and Cmc, the first two normally exhibit
a substantial positive increase, while the last (Cmcc) only a small,
almost negligible positive amount.

8.1.35 RATE OF PITCH DERIVATIVES

Cxq - This derivative results basically from the increase in hori-
zontal tail drag due to pitching about the center of gravity. Since it in
itself is small and for first approximations set to zero, power effects
are also assumed small and should be neglected.

CZq, Cmq - The horizontal tail is again the main contributor to both
of these derivatives. In STOL (low speed) flight it is basically the effect
of the curved flight path which increases the horizontal's angle of attack
producing a negative CZq and Cmq (pitch damping). Correlation of predic-
tion methods and test data is difficult since results are always combined
with linear acceleration (&) derivatives. It is reasonable to assume,
however, that the theoretical horizontal tail contributions of;

777 ~LC±V~L8.1

[C 1]>' -LL N C 8.2

still hold and estimations can thus be made knowing the variation of

CLeHor/and qf/q with power.

8.1.4 LINEAR ACCELERATION DERIVATIVES

CX& - As in the rate of pitch case, resulting drag increases are

usually neglected in this derivative since they are small in comparison with
that of the total aircraft and power effects would thus be even a smaller
contribution.
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CZo. , Cnm " Predictions similar to those in the rate of pitch
derivatives can ore made for the theoretical horizontal tail contribution.
Tle potential for error in estimating these derivatives is increased
due to the additional 26/2oC variation *tth power factor

- 8.3[Z H [C L W

14 8.4

[C M Z [CL _ oH C

8.1.S LONGITUDINAL CONTROL DERIVATIVES

Cxk - This frequently neglected derivative is of littl.e significance
in longitudinal calculations. The power effects on it are of even less
significance and should therefore also be neglected.

CZQ, Cm~e - Power effects on these derivatives are readily deter-
mined knowing the variation of horizontal tail effectiveness with power
through:

1t .....C 8.s
" 8.6

C0 ae +,8.
8.2 POWER EFFECT ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVES

8.2.1 CHANGE IN SIDESLIP DERIVATIVES

CyA - The major portion of the total derivative comes from both the
vertical tail and fuselage, in an approximately even magnitude, for the
vehicles investigated. As normally the case, an almost ncgligible
contribution comes from the wing; flaps up or down. Power effects on this
derivative are small, The increase (a larger negative value) is attri-
buted to the increased flow generated by the engines and can be apmaz-
mated by the velocity ratio at the vertical tail.

(cY ) PoW-R 8.7
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Large variations and even sign changes in this derivative can occur at
low sideslip angles due to the vortex formed at the fuselage-wing-leading
edge flap junction sweeping across the vertical tail, Caution should be
exercised in interpreting test data with minimal points near the axis

S+4*) or other angles formed by extending similar discontinuities through
the vertical tail.

Ci - With the main contribution of this derivative coming from the
wing, variations due to power appear to be dependent on engine placement.
Configurations with clustered engines or those causing a definite bulge
in the wing lift distribution (with a trough across the fuselage) tend to
produce negligible power effects, occasionally even decreasing the dihedral
effect (positive ACG2 a piwr). However, vehicles with spread engines
that tend to increase the lift distribution elliptically with power
application exhibit the expected increase in dihedral effect, Standard
handbook methods, such as DATCCO, which relate (C ) WING to lift
coefficient, taking into account the proper sweep and aspect ratio fac-
tors, seem adequate for preliminary predictions.

ChX9 - Contrary to non-STOL, unblown flan) configurations where this
derivative is primarily the balance between the large "lVelage and verti-
cal tail contributions, the wing is the predwinant.- factor with power
application. The power effects on the veytical tail contribution may be
neglected for first order approximations or increased by th•e qt/q0
ratio if desired. Theoretical prediction methods for the nower effects
on the wing contribution to C h, need further investigation. Fair
correlation has been obtained by modifying the expression froro DATCCM for
power-off (Cn,.) wing by the factor (I+C%)l/2. The nower-off terp from
DATCOM4 is: 'O 

/

( rysWiNG _TA NJ -A- A- A I
+ AC_ _ _ - 7.3 {'rA 1-rA(A- K 2 s 8.

where 7 is the distance from the moment reference (usually c.g.) to wing
a.c., positive aft.

Another area which requires further investigation is the. variation of
yawing moment with asymewtric power. While only minor effects .-on Cn,
have been noted, a large sidewash appears to exist with inboar'I engine
failure due to change in the pressure field aft of the wing. This causes
the inboard engine out case to be critical in yww and imay pos,' several.
design problems.
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8.2.2 RAE OF ROLL DERIVATIVES

Cyp - This derivative is of very little sinmificance in lateral-
directional dynamics and is frequently neglected iL. zaculactions. The
sirll, garbled (sometimes negative, sometimes positive) power effect seen
in available test data tends to corroborate data shown in Figure 7.1.2.1-3a
of DATC1. Assuming the major power effects are contributed by the wing,
this figure indicates that for aspect ratios, sweeps, and taper ratios
typical of STOL configurations the Cy%/CL ratio is very close to zero and
could very well be either positive or negative depending on the specific
configuration.

Cip, - This derivative, quite important in lateral dynamics in roll
damping, stems basically from the wing and is thus highly effected by power
especially at high angles of attack as indicated by test data. While the
theoretical analysis given by Thomas and Ross, in Reference (19), shows
the damping-in-roll to increase linearly with Cj and be independent of
angle of attack, a good analogy exists with the blown flap. It is
suggested that the methods of this report be used for preliminary designs
if similar configuration test data are unavailable.

C, - The major power effect contribution to this derivative arises

from vie wing. it is negative ana directiv proportional to the kift.

coefficient. The secondary contribution from the vertical tail may bepositive or negative depending on geometry and angle of attack. However,
since its isolated contribution is greatly altered by the complex sidewash
produced by the rolling wing and it is only the small change in this side-

wash wbich is affected by power, prediction of this secondary contribu-
tion does not seem warranted.

Power effects on this derivative are fairly important due to the
influence on dutch roll damping. High power settings have been seen to
double the negative value of this derivative which is not desired since
it represents a reduction in dutch roll damning. With present day stability
augmentation systems nonmally providing a Cnp feedback, it becomes more
important to predict the power effects for the determination of gains and
closed loop anaiysis.

Cnr approximations can be obtained by first determining the power off
derivatve and then applying a (CL- tCjL sin Q)/CL po correction.' The
theoretical reversal shown in Pforcnce (19) has not appeared in test date
investigated.
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8.2.3 RATE OF YAW DERIVATIVES

Cyr - Power effects on this relatively unimportant derivative are
small and probably arise from augmentation of the sidewash produced
through rotation at the vertical tail. As it is coimmon practice to neg-
lect this derivative in calculations, it is assumed that these minor power
effects are of even less importance and may thus also be.neglected.

Cir - Only very minor power effects have been noted in all test data
surveyed, so it is concluded that power effects are negligible.

Cnr - In general terms, power effects improve this derivative (nro-
vide larger negative values), which is the main contributor to dutch roll
damping and hence in important factor. However, various attempted Dredic-
tion methods have yielded only mediocre results. Since the vertical tail
is by far the largest contributor to the total derivative, wing:fuselage-
leading edge flap vortex interference effects are nrobably playing an
important role. It is suggested that if similar configuration test data
are unavailable, the unpowered Cnr predictions be increased by the dynamic
pressure ratio, qtq ,. The experimental data available show values of
Cnr at high power settings of 130 percent of the power-off value.

8.2.4 LATERAL ACCELERATION DERIVATIVES

CYG, CiL. , Cn• - These derivatives are extremely difficult to esti-
mate or extract from test data regardless of power effects. If for some
particular reason these derivatives cannot be neglected and a method is
available for power-off estiapation, then the power effects can be assumed
proportional to the dynamic pressure ratio, q!/q,., , since these deriva-
tives are a direct function of the sidewash time lag.

8.2.5 LAThRML-DI RECfIONAL C('TROL DERIVATIVES

It is necessary to evaluate each particular control system in its
own realm. Since one engine-flap-aileron relationship will have a
different lift distribution variation with power than another combination
etc., a detailed discussion is not relevant. In general, nower effects
on conventional surfaces, those not directly imninged unon bv engine thrust,
are small when comnared to large forces produced by these surfaces through
double hinges and other mr, tns. Neglecting the power effects thus seems
reasonable and conservative in preliminary design work,
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Soction IX

SAMPLE CALQjTImcS

A machine program, in Fortran IV, is given in the appendix for the
calculation of lift, drag, and pitching moment, using the methods des-
cribed in previous sections. The required input items and the output
items are tabulated below.

INPUT OWrP VS

Or- CL
Ct, CIMAX
rk. CD0 cm
(CL)B (ACL)O
(Cm)B vs OC ACL/AOC
t/c CDj
51/5 (A OCLo
CDf (bL)r
A (AW) RREF
CT {m) (W ,EF
(GCD)( CýPWF
(CLW B W4BR

C OUAX

CF

XREF-XLEc'
CF
.xpW-XLEcF
XZXF

The results of three test cases are presen*"d in Figure 65
comparing estimated versus test data. One case is from the current
NR-SrAI test, Reference (13), of a m•del with A - 7, A.- 24%, with full
span flaps. The other case, selected to illustrate a wide variation in
configurations, is from Reference (14) of a model with A - 7,.&= 00.
and 7S percent flap span. The third illustrates triple slotted flaps.

A sarple calculation using manual methods is given below, using the
same test case from Reference (13)" as used in the saMle machine
calculation case.

A listing of test cases used in development and substantiation of
these methods, identifying the source of the data, is shown in the table
following this section.
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SAMPE CALOATION

Geometric data:

A- 7
wA..25E - 240

Type of flap - double slotted
Flap span = 100% wing span
S'/S - X= .85
Tc -. 125
6T 180

d'F 560
ZF/R > 1.0

1 15.5
xREF - xI.a' 6.6
xREF " .25C
CR u 14.6

eF 19.6

Power-off wind tunnel data - or estimated power-off data:

(a )B " 1 50
(CLTBR 2 2.25
(CLM~X)B - 3.35
Cr'- .145

R -neglected for wind tunnel data comparisons
(cin)B W -. 95 at OC= -5$

- .95 at ( = 0*
" .86 at or2.= 100

Calculations:

V/•F "• 1.0 from Figure 6
- (F)g/&'CF)- 56o

. 7 6 f r o m 'Fig u r e 1 1

1 2 3

lqCt .76 1.52 2.28

*tc, - a C t& (5/i') .895 1.79 2.68

f from Figure 13 at qC'& .738 .717 .711

) , from Figure 18 at C'P. 962 .944 .937

(CL/ZO) , Figure 16 at VC'• 3.80 5.75 7.32

CL/ ý4 go , Figure 16 at rC 8.11 10.05 11.55
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Calculations - Continurd

1 3
(ACL)O - F(lt/c) (xlCL/2O). sin 0 2.22 3.28 4.12
CLcc F(l+t/c) � (3CL/r) •c 16.72 7.65 8.65

CACL)p - (ACL)e - ýC,14 sin B 1.59 2.02 2.23
CLO a (CL )B + (ACL)o - C P, sin ej 4.16 4.91 S.44

t JS.87 7.16 8.32

CL~

3.57) S.'78 7.80

CK M (~A p 6 pio,,,, 18.57 20.78 22.80
(4CL), C CL c(*C/57.3) at< -So -T59 -. 67 -. 700 0 0 010. 1.17 1.34 1.S1CL u CLo + (WL)4 at CCU -. 5 3.57 4.24 4.69

O0 4.16 4.91 5.44100 5.33 6.25 6.95rLCt sin (8+o) ata(- -5s .59 1.18 1.77
.0 63 1.26 1.89
.o 69 1.39 2.08CL - rLc sin (.CC) at o- -. 98 3.06 2.98

O .53 3.65 3.55
CD . L[i. C ,in (,.c 10' .64 4.86 4.87

It A CUat -S' .405 .426 .405
00 569 .608 .69QACI t/Q a 10" .980 1.08 1.08

4 -j8at C a -5'
-0 at vc -0
"" .96 at OC - 100

at (G.c) ace- -Se .479. .906 1.435
00 .425 .850 1.27510, .3 •.618 •.926

CL~c Co .071ý -.335. -.S85at alculafd at ac . 0 .2189 -. 095 ..S61
12 10" .816 .60S .295123



Calculations - Concluded CI..CR - (,RE - xI.c,)_] /e..408 2• Z:
(ACm)ORREF - qCtsin 0 [CR-(xRpEF-xUc')] -. 32 -. 65 -. 97

•A •REF - - a(CL)p [Cm)B/(CL) B] ,C -. 67 -As -. 94
xp/EF - .25 - .01 i1Cj .24 .23 .23
(Xcp./F) (C'F/I) -(XREF-xI.E.CF)/C" .04 .05 .0s

(Cm)EF =- E CL)• - ,•,C•,po.].
F( \F _-x ... . .011F 1KF 

000I 100 - .008 ".019 -. 027
'CmRD= "(aCD)R 4tR/ 0 0 0

Cm (Cn)B + (LCOn)R + (Acm)d (,•Joc .-S -1-94 -2.44 -2.76
&t~ ~0* -1.94 -2.45 -2.771

+('ACM)RD 100 -1.95  -2.47 *-2.801

... • ..... ......42
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DEFINITION OF TEST CASES

CASE REF. FIG. - c A NO. NIOMINAL NOZ.
4 SPAN FLAP FLAP ANGLE

FLAPS SLOTS ANGLE OR
DEFLEC.

a -13 7 24 7 100 2 25/50 150

lb 13 8 24 7 100 2 35/60 15°
ld 13 18 24 7 100 3 2.5/20/45 150
if 13 20 24 7 100 3 2.5/30/55 150
2a 13 74/75 24 7 100 2 25/50 -15°
6a 13 104 24 7 100 2 25/50 00
9a 13 97/98 9.33 8 100 2 25/50 15°
10a 13 97/99 30 6.6 100 2 25/50 15i
lla 13 139/140 24 10 100 2 25/SO 15I
14a 13 129 24 7 75 2 25/50 150
21a 14 13 0 7 100 2 27.5/55 0
22a 14 14 0 7 75 2 27.5/55 0
23a 14 15 0 5.25 100 2 27.5/55 0
91a 22 12a 25 7.84 50 0 30 -100
61a 9 8a 25 7 75 2 20/60 0
24a 14 10 0 7 100 2 17.5/35 0
25a 14 11 0 7 75 2 17.5/35 0
Sla 2 Sb 24 7.75 100 2 30/60 NAC 30
71a 20 8b 24 7.75 103 2 20/40 Defl.

.••la 5 7 24 7.23 100 3 25/10/50 30
Sic 2 16 24 7.75 100 2 30/60 30
Sid 2 17 24 7.75 100 2 20/40 30
101 4 12 24 7.75 75 2 30/60 30
102 1 13 24 7.75 75 2 30/60 30
103 4 14 24 7.75 75 2 30/60 30
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APPENDIX

R)RTRAN IV .ie'WGWA FOR CALM~ATING

AEW.DYNAMIC OLA.ACIMTER ICS Oil UrCERNALLY

BLOMV FIAP PcVERED LIFT SYSTM
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INTR)tUCTION

Aerodynamic characteristics of externally blown flaps are calculated
by the program. 'Mie design coamendim develops an analytical approach
upon which the program is based.

The simple nature of the program means very little computer time is
used. Fortran code was written to be easily understood and revised in
support of analytical development.
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PROGRAM OPERATION

Data input consists of a set of six to twelve cards describing eachcase to be analyzed. After the cards are read in, the computations are,performed followed by the plinted and graphic output. After a case isfinished the program attempts to process a new case terminating ifthere are no more input cards. Each case may contain as many as tendifferent angles of attack and ten different jet moment coefficients.
If graphic output is not desired, the main analytical routine willfunction by itself if the call subroutine "CRT CRT" is removed or thesubroutine is replaced by a duury routine.

ANALYTICAL MEODS

LIFT FONLTIONS

Input data for lift

Jet momentum coefficient based on effective wing area

Ct% A 
(Eq. 1)

Two dimension gradient of lift with jet deflection angle

(C L i4r~C [I+ 5 ( (,(q 2)

Two dimensional lift curve slope

(C = )f zr[I +o0.I 5I/ rL Cg)/2+ 0 2iq19~ (Eq. 3)
Lift curve slope correction for partial spai blowing

1' a r (Eq. 4)
S ~~(C4~c 0Aspect ratio correction factor

A + z + O. ,o 4 Q ,L C ( .) , (Eq . 5)
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Incrment of lift coefficient due to circulation due to power

(ACL~1 =~+t~ ~ . (Ce)0  ~Ciene(Eqi. 6)

Gradient of lift due to angle of attack

&CL F (I(C, C) Eq.7)

Increment of lift due to angle of attack, power on

r=L r (a7C -/A X) 0( (Eq. 8)

Incremnt of lift due to jet turning

:( c4 + C1  sin e (Eq. 9)
Total lift coefficient

CL= (C +) ( + Q .CL) +(&.CL)or Ct. S1 ,ST (Eq. 10)

Maximum lift ..coefficient
3

(CLMAX)PL - 4 11 & I80-(CL-O a(oI - 0) +( IA

3 " -- C~sin8 T

0-= ("dLPO/CLci (Eq. 11)

Maximum angle of attack

a MAX B (C1AX)PL " (CL),. 0  (CLMX)B - .(CL)BcO (Eq. 12)

*MX' )B+C Lc (CLco

W FOWL4ATIONS

Input data for drag

.p, Cu, I, a, A, (A YR- CD%

CL from lift calculations
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Coefficient of drag due to lift[I
I - rL Cý& sin Ce ÷ (Eq. 13)

=A

Total drag coefficient

*CD =CDf +~ CDC - rLCt, C-05 (a+O)+ R (q 14)

PITCHING. MORM.ATI(ONS

Input data for pitching moment

VL )C*V) O j /c. )I.-r Z(CM(IKE -LE , Q .), C RC~Xtc

P,(C OC)O , (C-Or from lift calculations
Center of pressure of additional load due to angle of attack

X r-c P. = (- 2 -. o 01 VL ( .) -ZF (Eq. 15)

Increment of lift due to angle of attack due to power

Pitching moment coefficient of power effects on lift due to angle of
attack about the moment reference center

(Eq. 17)

Pitching moment coefficient of ram drag about the nmrent reference
center

(AC R-) CD L. (Eq. 18)
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Pitching moment coefficient due to circulation lift due to powerabout the moment refermnce center

( 4 IRE (,aCL) L (CL s C= (Eq. 19)
where (Cm)B is about moment reference.

Pitching moment coefficient due to jet reaction about momentreference center

sin~> 
* (q 20)

Total Pivching moment coefficient

mr')B+ (A' m)R+ (Z M) ±(AC) ')n 21)
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NCWVENCLATURE

SYMBOL FORTRAN DESCRIPTION
NAME

A A Aspect Ratio
ALPHA Angle of Attack, Degrees

SALPHAR Angle of Attack, Radians
SCRAR Mean Aerodynamic Chord of Wing

CBARF Mean Aerodynamic Chord of Wing with Flaps
Extended

CD CD Total Drag Coefficient, Power On
CDf CDF Minimum Drag Coefficient Extrapolated to Zero

Lift
CDi CDI Coefficient of Drag Due to Lift
CL CL Total Lift Coefficient
(CL CLAI Two Dimensional lift curve slope
(CL.1 CLB Total Lift Coefficient, Power OffCLB CLMAX Maximum Lift Coefficient
(Cjl+W)B C2IXB Maximum Lift Coefficient, Power Off
(CLB9 T CLTI Two Dimensional Gradient of Lift with Jet

Deflection Angle
Cm 04 Total Pitching Moment Coefficient
(Cm)B CMB Total Pitching Moment Coefficient, Power Off
(Cm)B 0 04BAO Total Pitching Moment Coefficient, Power Off

Zero Angle of Attack
Cý4 CKU Jet Nbmentum Coefficient, or Thrust Coefficient
Ck O4JP Jet Momentum Coefficient Based on Effective

Wing Area
CR CR Chordwise Distance from Intersection of Jet

Reaction Vector with Reference Plane to
Leading Edge of Chord at Thrust Centerline

(ACD)R DCDR Ram Drag Coefficient
(ACL )C DCIA Increment of Lift Due to Angle of Attack

•CL/~a( ICLDA Gradient of Lift Coefficient with Angle of
Attack

(ACL)r DCLG Increment of Lift Coefficici.t due to Circula-
tion [i.e to Power

aCL[X DCULAX Increment in Maximum Lift Coefficient due to
Power

( •CL)e DCI.T Increment of Lift Coefficient due to Jet
1hrning

1nm)LF LXMA Pitching Moment Coefficient of Power Effects
on Lift Rie to Angle of Attack About the
Momient Reference Center

(•m})rpREF D() Pitching Moment Coefficient due to Circulation
Lift Due to Power About the Moment Reference
Center

ACi)RREF DINR Pitching Moment Coefficient due to Jet Reaction
About ftnent Reference Center
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N(WMENClATURE

SYMBOL FORTRAN DESCRIPTIONNAME

W-M)RD DOW Pitching Moment Coefficient of Ram Drag About
the Moment Reference Center

(ACL)r•po DDCLPO Increment of Lift due to Angle of Attack due
to Power

DLR Moment Arm of Ram Drag about Moment Reference
Center

4eT DLT Moment Arm of Thrust about Moment Reterence
Center Positive if Nozzle Axis is below
Moment Reference Center

TTV DT Thrust Incidence Angle, Degrees
T DTR Thrust Incidence Angle, Radians

•XF DXF Chordwise Distance from Moment ReferenceCenter to Flap Mid-Chord
dXG DXG Chordwise Distance from Moment Reference Center

to Leading Edge of Mean Aerodynamic Chord
of Flapped Wing Area

&XR DXR Chordwise Distance from Moment Reference
Center to Leading Edge of Chord on Thrust
Centerline

rL ETA Jet Turning Efficiency
F F Aspect Ratio Correction Factor
•or S/S LAIDA Area Ratio, Flapped Wing Area to Total Wing

Area
NA Number of Alpha Values
NC Number of (alI Values
NNU Lift Curve Slope Correction for Partial Span

Blowing
PF1 Ratio of Circumference of a Circle to its

Diaireter
t/c TC Airfoil Thickness Ratio
OD TH1ETA Jet Turning Angle, Degrees
9 THfETAR Jet Turning Angle, Radians

TITLE Title of Case
Xcp XCP Center of Pressure of Additional Load due to

Angle of Attack
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HARDWARE
The program has been rnM on an IBM System 370 model 16SKJ computerwith graphic output Processed on an Information InternationalIncorporated FR-80 simalating a Stromberg-Datagraphirs s-C 4020. RIms havealso been made on a Control hta Corporation Model 6600 without graphicoutput.

SOFPVARE

A fortran IV compiler is required to translate the source codeinto object form. Standard Fortran library routines are required formathematical operations, card reading and printing output.
Graphics output requires several NR library routines that generateinstructions for the S-C 4020. Some reprogramming may be necessaryfor graphic output at another computer facility.
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FLOW CHART OF PROGRAM FUNCTIONS

RE•AD/INPuTr,TR-
SMINCITE PROGRAM

LPUT

LO DRAG

CALCULATION

PITQiING

Ic c
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